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SQUIRT TRAVEL TEAM RULES 

 
 

School 
 

Over the next six months, hockey will be a very important part of your life, but 
remember that school comes first. If your performance at school falls, you will 
not play until your performance is back to expectation. Try your hardest at hockey 
and school. 
 

Practices and Skills 
 

Players should be dressed and ready to take the ice 10 minutes prior to the start of the 
activity. 
 

Games 
 

Players must be dressed and ready to go 15 minutes before the start of the game.  That 
means completely dressed, minus helmets and gloves. 
 

Parents are requested to be out of the locker room at this time and for games should 
not enter the locker room until after one of the coaches invites in the parents. 
 

Except for emergencies or illness, the players must call Coach Jim (847-507-1988) if 
they will miss a practice or game, at least two hours prior to the scheduled start time.  In 
the case of illness, the parents may call.  
 

Dress Code 
 

The team dress code will be communicated and must be followed. When you are at 
the rink, you represent the Flames. Please dress accordingly. 
 

Conduct at the Rink 
 

The coaches are responsible for your behavior at the rink before and after games 
and practices. You are expected to act responsibly, listen to your coaches and to 
respect rink property. Failure to do so is considered a serious matter. 
 

Team Behavior 

 

Fighting or play fighting with teammates in practice, games, locker rooms or 
anywhere else will NOT be tolerated. 

 

Negative comments or behavior toward members of this team will NOT be 
tolerated. Support and encourage your teammates. 
 

You are a member of a team. We win as a team and we lose as a team. 
 

Respect 
We will show respect for our teammates, coaches, parents, referees and officials, 
opponents and rink personnel.  We will leave everyone we meet with a very positive 
impression of the Decatur Flames 

 
 
 

 



 
 
Attendance 

 
In order for the team to maximize potential, it is important all players are present at as 
many events as possible.  That said, there are times players must miss an event due to 
illness, family conflicts, school events, homework, etc.  

To accommodate these situations, there is a point system in place that will allow each 
family to manage their players’ attendance. 

Points will be assessed for each instance of absence or tardiness, based on the 
circumstances.  Each player will start with a zero balance, accumulating points over the 
season. 

 

POINT SYSTEM 

Late-With Call  1 point 

Late-No Call   2 points 

Absent-With Call  4 points 

Absent-No Call  8 points 

  (Sick with doctor note will be excused) 

The Head Coach reserves the right to grant excused absences 

 for extreme circumstances and family emergencies. 

 

CONSEQUENCES 

13 points   Sit one shift 

20 points   Sit one period 

28 points   Sit two periods 

32 points   Sit game 

36 points   Benched-situation referred to the DYHA Board 

The Head Coach reserves the right to determine the schedule for 

sitting players due to points.  



Team Objectives 
Learn and Listen 

 Improve your knowledge and understanding of hockey 
 Focus on skills and the fundamentals of skating, passing, shooting and    stickhandling 
 Introduce new Offensive and Defensive “systems” 
 Introduce Offensive and Defensive “tactics” 

       

Laugh 

 Have fun!!! …while working on skills.  Hockey is a great sport.  Enjoy it, learn it, have fun 
with it. 

 

Improve every game 

 We will recap each game: What did we do right?  What do we need to improve on?  What is 
smart hockey? 

       

Game Preparation 

 Focus, preparing yourself, your teammates, your goalie—get psyched! 
        

Instill “Team” 

 Taking a shift off hurts the team:  “Win our shifts, win your battles = win the period = win the 
game”. 

 Remember what Herb Brooks said “The name on the front of the sweater is more important 
than the name on the back”. 

      

Prepare for the next level 

 Heads up hockey, passing on the tape—not in the feet 
 Aggressive and battling…winning the battles on the boards, in the corners, in front of the net 
 Use the body—angles, creating and removing “space”:  Why do they put “boards” around a 

rink? 
 Like Wayne Gretzky says….”Go to where the puck is GOING TO BE…..” 

 

Establish good relationships with the players and parents 

 We are together for 120 periods of hockey, many hours of practice, traveling tournaments, 
etc. 

 Show respect at all times. The difference between a good season, a great season, and a 
horrible season is due in part to the relationships established. 

 
  



 

PRACTICE GOALS 
 

        1.  We will work extremely hard.  Practice sessions are where you get your legs, your 
wind, your skills.  Use them to the fullest. 

      

     2.  We will be prepared.  Physically and Mentally.  Double check your bag.  Make sure you 
have all your gear.  This is your responsibly…not your parents’. 

 

     3.  We will “Show up”.  Being part of a “team” means being part of a team for both practices 
and games.  If you do not show up for practices, you are hurting your team as lines get out of 
synch and we cannot practice the plays to the degree we need.  If you show up and do not work 
hard, it is like you are not showing up. 

 

     4.  We will do the drills at 100%.  Always Hustle!  Coaches are looking at who is working 
the hardest.  This makes a difference when decisions need to be made at game time.  Drills 
give you the skills to perform during the game. 

 

     5.  We will not engage in horseplay.  Horseplay will result in practice time on the bench or 
in the locker room and loss of game time.  Listen to the Coaches.  Be smart.  We do not want 
teammates injured due to horse play. 

 

     6.  We will respect the locker rooms and Ice Rink facilities as they were our own.  We 
will not destroy or damage locker rooms, facilities, etc. at our rink or any other rink.  At all times, 
you are representing the Decatur Flames.  Anything that occurs that is deemed inappropriate 
will be dealt with and could result in suspension.  Be smart. 

 

     7. We will be on-time.  Each and every player is required to be fully dressed and ready 10 
minutes prior to the start of practice.  We will have a “Town Hall Meeting” starting exactly 10 
minutes before each practice.  If you are late, you will impact the team and your knowledge of 
the drills and activities we will do on the ice.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

GAME GOALS 
 

      1.  We will bring ENERGY to EVERY game.  33 minutes of hockey.  We will be intense 
and will bring energy, every shift, every period.  Our bench will have energy and that is 
generated by each of you. 

 

     2.  We will win the three zones of hockey:  Defensive, Neutral, Offensive.   

We will have goals for each game: 

 Defensive Zone Goals:  Eliminate mistakes, Breakout of Zone Clean, Lock down 
the house, Win faceoffs 

 Neutral Zone Goals:  Play smart, Smart Dump-ins, Smart Line Changes, Win 
Faceoffs, Create Space, Good regroups 

 Offensive Zone Goals:  Forecheck, Win faceoffs, Separate Defense from Puck 

 

     3.  We will SHOOT TO SCORE.  Develop quick release, know where to shoot.  

 

     4.  We will win most of our face-offs. 

 

     5.  We will work to win each shift=win period=win game.  We will not take a shift off as it 
hurts the “team”. 

 

     6.  We will hustle.  Game time is show time.  This is where we execute our plays we have 
worked so hard on during practices.  Fire your team up on the bench, lead by example on the 
ice.  

 

     7.  We will be prepared.  Get yourself ready mentally and physically.  Be smart on game 
day and the night before.  Sleep-overs are fun, but schedule them on nights where we do not 
have games.  Get yourself pumped up. 

 

     8.  We will play “Smart Hockey” and master the “Details”.  Your ability to make things 
happen “off the puck” will be a difference in the outcome of the game.  Lock down the house, 
covering points, proper forecheck, etc. 

 

 

 

 



THE GOLDEN RULES 
 

 We are ALWAYS first to the puck.  Win the races!  Be aggressive on the puck! 
 We will out hustle every team we play. 
 The team that is first to the puck is usually always the team that wins. 
 If you have the puck and a teammate is moving, open and ahead of you, pass it 

to him. 
 Keep your feet moving after you pass the puck so you can get open again.  Want 

the puck back. 
 Good puck SUPPORT is finding the open ice within 10 – 15 feet of the puck 

carrier.  Let him know where you are. 
 Go hard to the net with your stick on the ice for a pass or rebound.  Crash the 

net.  Stop for rebounds. 
 Drive hard to the net when you have the puck.  Keep your feet moving. 
 The puck is fair game until you hear the whistle. 
 All passes must be hard, crisp and flat on the ice.  No “flutter pucks”. 
 D-men with the puck never go 1 on 1 against the opposing forechecker if you are 

the last man back.  Pass it up quickly! 
 Never let an opponent behind our D-men in the neutral or offensive zone.  Our D-

man is always the last man back.  We must always keep our gap closed. 
 Never follow an opponent behind his net. Instead, cut him off on the other side. 
 Penalty kill does not over commit and take the body on forecheck. 
 Never carry the puck in front of our own net around traffic. 
 At our blue line, if we can’t skate or pass the puck out, we will use our D-men as 

an option or we clear the puck to open ice over our blue line.  Never turn over the 
puck near the blue line. 

 Wingers own the boards in our zone.  Every puck belongs to us.  No excuses! 
 At their blue line, if we can’t skate or pass the puck in, we will regroup using our 

D-men whenever possible.  Otherwise, we dump it into an empty corner away 
from their goalie. 

 The only penalty we should take is to avoid a sure goal against. 
 ABSOLUTELY NO RETALIATION PENALTIES! 
 We will not complain to officials or let officials hinder our performance in any 

fashion.  Bad calls are a part of the game.  Deal with it. 
 Players must look at the center as they line up for a face off.  The center will let 

you know where he wants you positioned. 
 Before you get to the puck, look around.  Know where your teammates and 

opponents are positioned. 
 When you get to the puck, move your feet and get your head up and look around.  

Create TIME and SPACE. 
 We will talk to each other on the ice during the course of a game.  Yell loudly if 

you are open. 
 We will be aggressive and physical within the interpretations of the rule book. 
 If a D-man joins the rush, the high forward must take the point position. 
 We must turn 3 man rushes into 5 man rushes. 
 We will back check at FULL SPEED. 

 



Skills Progressions 

 

KNOWLEDGE 
Rules  

Off Sides X 
Icing X 

Face Offs X 
Checking from Behind X 

Infractions  

Unsportsmanlike Conduct X 
Body Checking X 
Cross Checking X 

Checking from Behind X 
Holding X 

High Sticking X 
Tripping X 
Slashing X 

Charging X 
Elbowing X 

Falling on the Puck X 
Hooking X 

Interference X 
Boarding X 

Penalties  

Minor X 
Major X 
Match X 

Misconduct X 
Checking from Behind X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

GOAL SETTING 

  

Establish specific and measurable performance goals that are 
written, shared with coaches and parents, and revised on a 
regular basis to promote development. 

X 

Divide performance goals into two categories: X 
   '-practice  
   '-game  
Be able to engage in evaluations of your performance at practices 
and games. Re-adjust game and practice goals based on those 
evaluations. 

X 

Divide performance goals into broad categories. Daily tasks 
should then be planned based on the goals set: 

X 

     -long term - one season  
     -intermediate - 6 - 10 games or practices  
     -short term - 1 - 5 games or practices  
Set goals that encompass a variety of areas in your 
development including skills, tactics, fitness and team play. 

X 

Demonstrate external motivation. X 
   Example:  
        -show intensity during practices and games  
        -be attentive and dedicated to training  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

INDIVIDUAL HOCKEY SKILLS 
Skating  

Edge Control X 
Ready Position X 
Forward Stride X 

Control Stop X 
Forward Crossover X 

Forward Start Right/Left X 
One-Foot Stop X 

Backward Skating X 
Control Turn X 

Backward Crossover X 
Mohawk X 

Lateral Skating X 
Backward Crossunder Start X 

Backward Two Skate Stop X 
Backward Power Stop (one skate) X 

Puck Control  
Lateral Dribble X 

Forward to Backward Dribble X 
Diagonal Dribble X 

Attacking the Triangle X 
Forehand Shift X 

Accelerating with the Puck X 
Backhand Shift X 
Change of Pace X 
Puck Protection X 

Give and Take X 
Slip through X 

Slip across X 
Puck off boards X 

Backward puck control X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Passing and Receiving  
Forehand    X 
Backhand    X 

Receive (stick) X 
Eye Contact X 

Fiip-Saucer Pass (forehand and backhand) X 
Receive (skates) X 

Indirect (board) Pass X 
Shooting  

Wrist X 
Backhand X 

Flip X 
Screen and Deflection X 

Rebounding X 
Snap X 

Fake shot X 
Tipping X 

Checking  
Poke Check X 
Hood Check X 

Lifting the Stick X 
Covering X 

Gap Control Concept X 
Body Positioning -Angle X 

Stick Press X 
Goaltending  

Basic Stance X 
Parallel Shuffle X 
Lateral T-Glide X 

Forward and Backward Moves X 
Stick Save X 
Body Save X 

Glove Save X 
Leg Save X 

Skate Save X 
Stacking Pads X 

"V" Drop X 
Rebounds X 

Playing the angles X 
Situations X 

 

 

 

 



 

TEAM PLAY 
Offense  

Positional Offense X 
In the Offensive Zone X 
In the Defensive Zone X 

Face-Offs X 
1 on 1 Confrontations X 

Triangulation X 
Box Offense  X 

Entering the Zone X 
In the Neutral Zone X 
Power Play systems X 

Two on one confrontations X 
Principles of pressure, transition, support, control X 

Defense  
Territorial Defense X 

One Man Forechecking X 
Basic Defensive Zone Coverage X 

Two Man Forechecking X 
Backchecking Principles X 

Center on point coverage X 
Wings on point coverage X 

Man short situations X 
One on One Confrontations X 

Shot blocking X 
Principles of pressure, transition, support, control X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NUTRITION 

  
Understand the importance of proper hydration before, during and 
after all practices and games. 

X 

For evening practices and games, eaat a normal breakfast and 
lunch; Before the game or practice, eat a light snakk; After the 
game, eat a meal. 

X 

For early morning games and practices, eat lightly at breakfast.  
After practice or the game, eat a snack. 

X 

For tournaments, if you play more that one game on the same day 
or several games in successive days, emphasize foods that are high 
in carbohydrate (fruit, hot or cold cereail, pancakes, cold meats, 
soup, rice, pasta) while avoiding those foods with a high sugar 
content. 

X 

Be able to identify the appropriate amount and type of food 
from the four basic food groups. (see Food Groups) 

 

Be able to devise and follow a daily eating plan that consists of 
sound nutritional choices to enhance athletic performance. 

 

Players must know to drink fluids before, during and after 
games and practices. Additionally, they need to know which 
fluids work best: 

 

     -Before games/practices: water  

     -During games/practices: water, sports drink, diluted juice  

    -After games/practices: water, sports drink, juice  

Eat four or five small meals on game day rather than two or 
three large meals. 

 

Allow two to six hours for digestion and absorption of food 
before competition. Follow these general guidelines:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

FITNESS AND TRAINING 
Warm-up exercises X 

Cool down exercises X 
Flexibility exercises X 

Afility exercises X 
Fun games X 

Relays X 
Balance activities and exercises X 

Jump rope activities X 
Light calisthenics X 

Coordination exercises X 
Quickness activities X 

Team games X 
Sprint workouts X 

Obstacle course activities X 
Upper body strength (body resistant activities only) X 

Dryland skill development X 

  
INJURY PREVENTION 

 Squirt 
Heads Up Hockey program X 

The importace of waming up, cooling down and stretching X 
Proper care of equipment X 

Proper fitting of equipment X 
Rink Safety X 

Safety precautions for practice X 
The concept for RICE for treating injuries: X 

-rest  

-Ice  

-Compression  

-Elevation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY 
Understand the difference in being relaxed and tense X 

Understand that making mistakes is common and a part of sports X 

Understand the benefits and the use of positive reinforcement.  
Realize that positive comments help reduce stress, enhance self 
image, enhance the team's image and can increase the 
enjoyment of games and practices. 

X 

Understand the benefits and use of positive self talk. X 
Understand basic visualization skillls. X 

  
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT / LIFE SKILLS 

They are part of a team X 
To have respect for their teammates, coaches, opponents, 
officials and parents X 

Team rules X 
Self control and discipline X 
To always try their best X 
Respect for authority X 
The importance of a strong work ethic X 
Commitment to a team X 
Demonstrate high levels of sportsmanship X 
Demonstrate an ability to balance school and outside activities X 
Understand only they can Just Say No to drugs and other harmful 
substances X 

Be on time for games and practices X 

Understand and take responsibility for their 
performance at games, practices and school 

X 

Not be influenced by the negative behavior or 
actions of teammates 

X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

This section is to accumulate information regarding: 
- Systems 

- Concepts 

-Skills 

-Handouts 

All Other Team Information 

 

 


